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The incidence of cutaneous lesions asso-

ciated with inflammatory bowel disease

varies from 2 to 34% [1±5]. The most

frequently described skin manifestations

of IBD are pyoderma gangrenosum and

erythema nodosum [1±5]. Metastatic

Crohn's disease is a rare cutaneous man-

ifestation of Crohn's disease. It is charac-

terized by a non-caseating granulomatous

skin reaction in Crohn patients with a

clinical course that does not necessarily

correspond to the severity of bowel lesions

and is usually resistant to topical therapy

[1±5]. We describe the case of a patient

with MCD whose cutaneous lesions pre-

ceded the gastrointestinal manifestations

of Crohn's disease by 13 months and

responded fully to conventional therapy

for IBD, i.e., oral metronidazole and rectal

steroid and mesalamine suppositories at

the first episode, and rectal steroid and

mesalamine suppositories at a flare-up.

Patient Description

A 45 year old previously healthy woman

with constant anal pain and very mild

rectal bleeding was admitted to the gastro-

enterology department of the Soroka Uni-

versity Medical Center in June 1997. Her

bowel habits were normal. On physical

examination there were multiple glossy

erythemathous papules with evidence of

scratching on the extremities and the

perianal area. An anal fissure was also

seen. The patient reported an 18 month

history of generalized erythemathous pa-

pules and indurated, tender, itching no-

dules predominantly involving the extensor

aspects of both arms as well as the

perianal region. These lesions waxed and

waned during this period and erupted

again 2 weeks before admission to the

hospital. The patient was seen at the

dermatology clinic where biopsies were

taken from representative skin lesions.

The histopathology diagnosis was non-

caseating granulomas [Figure] with histio-

cytes and numerous multinucleated giant

cells. Necrobiosis lipoidica was also seen

in the biopsy specimens. A CD 68 stain was

positive for histiocytes within the granulo-

mas, but specific stains, including Ziehl-

Nielsen, periodic acid-Schiff and methena-

mine silver, were negative for Mycobacteria

and fungi. There was no polarizable mate-

rial in the skin lesions. Topical antibiotic

and steroid preparation were applied over

the cutaneous lesions but no change was

noted.

Total colonoscopy including intubation

of the terminal ileum demonstrated severe

inflammation of the distal 7 cm in the

rectum, with multiples ulcers. The rest of

the colon and the terminal ileum were

normal, endoscopically and on histologic

examination of biopsy specimens from the

normal-appearing tissue. However, biop-

sies from the rectum revealed chronic

active inflammation in the lamina propia,

with focal active colitis and cryptitis,

compatible with IBD, most likely Crohn's

disease. A small bowel follow-through

radiogram was normal, as were the rest of

the laboratory tests.

The patient was diagnosed as suffering

from active Crohn's disease with metastatic

cutaneous lesions. She was treated with

oral metronidazole, rectal hydrocortisone

foam and 5-ASA suppositories. One month

after the initiation of this treatment com-

plete resolution of all the cutaneous,

perianal and rectal lesions was noted. A

year later there was an acute flare-up of

Crohn's disease with exacerbation of the

skin lesions that again responded fully to

therapy. Since then the patient has been in

remission on oral mesalamine therapy

alone, with no clin-

ical evidence of re-

lapse of any skin or

perianal lesions.

Comment

Metastatic Crohn's

disease is a rare

granulomatous cuta-

neous inflammation

of unknown patho-

genesis with erythe-

mathous papules,

plaques or nodules

that can appear

anywhere on the
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IBD = inflammatory bowel disease

MCD = metastatic Crohn's disease

Cutaneous biopsy showing non-caseating granulomas with histiocytes and

numerous multinucleated giant cells.
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skin surface. It is characterized microsco-

pically by a non-caseating granulomatous

infiltration of the dermis and sometimes

necrobiosis [1±5]. The diagnosis is estab-

lished by the combination of a compatible

skin biopsy and typical clinical, endo-

scopic, radiologic and histologic evidence

of Crohn's disease. The diagnosis of MCD is

easier to reach in the presence of a clear

temporal association between the cuta-

neous and intestinal/perianal manifesta-

tions, but can be very difficult in cases like

the present one in which the cutaneous

lesions precede the bowel manifestations.

In most reports of MCD the cutaneous

lesions were temporally associated with

documented intestinal Crohn's, particularly

with colon involvement. However, the

lesions may appear a long time before

Crohn's disease is manifested, as has been

reported in children [4,5]. In addition, the

severity of the cutaneous lesions does not

always correspond to the severity of

Crohn's disease [4,5].

Because MCD is a rare entity, no trials

have been conducted to guide current

therapy for the cutaneous manifestations,

and various therapeutic regimens have

been suggested including oral metronida-

zole, oral mesalamine, corticosteroids,

azathioprine, and infliximab, with anecdo-

tal reports of varying degrees of success [1±

5].

We report the case of a 45 year old

woman with biopsy-proven diffuse MCD

involving the extremities, which preceded

the appearance of rectum and perianal

manifestations of Crohn's by 13 months

and did not correspond with the severity of

the bowel disease. Other possible causes

of granulomatous skin lesions such as

sarcoidosis, mycosis, syphilis and polyar-

teritis nodosa were ruled out by clinical

and/or specific laboratory findings. The

cutaneous lesions did not respond to

treatment with topical antibiotics or corti-

costeroid solutions as previously reported

in the literature [2±5], but responded

promptly and dramatically to the combina-

tion of oral metronidazole, rectal mesala-

mine and steroid suppositories when the

diagnosis of Crohn's disease was reached 1

year later. When the MCD flared up it was

again successfully treated with rectal me-

salamine and rectal steroids therapy. Since

then the patient has been completely

asymptomatic on oral mesalamine therapy.
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T cells and tumor destruction

Tumors can be slippery customers when it comes to their

recognition and destruction by the immune system. Often this is

because the similarity of tumor cells to their healthy counterparts

makes detection by tumor-reactive T cells difficult. Uyttenhove

and colleagues uncover a further means by which tumors may

actively thwart the efforts of T cells. In a large panel of human

tumors, many expressed the tryptophan-catabolizing enzyme

indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO). T cells are particularly

sensitive to tryptophan availability, meaning that IDO is able to

inhibit both mouse and human T cell proliferation. In a mouse

model, where T cell immunity normally leads to a rapid rejection

of tumors, rejection did not occur when tumor cells were

engineered to express IDO, and an IDO inhibitor partially

restored tumor rejection. Thus, by depleting the local tryptophan

pool, tumors may divert the unwanted attention of T cells.

Nature Med 2003;9:1269

E. Israeli

There are no heroes of action... only heroes of resignation and suffering

Albert Schweitzer (1875-1965), French theologian, medical missionary and 1952 Nobel Peace Prize laureate.

From 1913 until his death he practiced as a doctor in the hospital he founded in the jungle village of Lambarene

in Gabon, treating mostly lepers. His philosophy is best summarized in his ethic of ``reverence for life.''

An imaginary ailment is worse than a disease

Yiddish proverb
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